
1. Accentuate Your Waist 

Have you ever worn a very boxy dress or sweater, then proceeded to feel

that something was “off”? When you wear pieces that erase your waistline,

it can throw off your shape and make your torso look more rectangular.

You can remedy this by ensuring each piece accentuates and draws

attention to your natural waist. Our Kerri Mesh Long Sleeve Wrap wraps

in six different ways for you to figure what looks best on your body. If you

prefer some more guidance, the Serena ⅞ Sleeve Top includes a belt to

ensure your waist is highlighted. 

Sometimes women feel self-conscious when their waist is a focal point. If

you feel this way, resist the urge to wear clothing that is too big for your

body. Instead, go for more subtle waist definition by wearing the Mia

Short Sleeve Dress. This dress shifts the focus to the bust while remaining

tailored throughout the entire silhouette.

When you saw this, you were probably nervous that we would recommend

an intense workout or bland diet to follow. That’s not our style. We want

you to continue moving and eating in a way that feels good to you, but at

the same time, feel confident in clothing that highlights your shape.

Through strategically designed fashionwear, All Day Alba clothing has the

power to sculpt your body and empower you to move about your day

confidently. 

We partnered with Tara Hooper from The Style Signature to show you

how to love your figure by showing off your Skinny Bits. 

Every woman has 4 Skinny Bits, which are areas of her body that tend to be

narrower than the rest. These locations are her waist, earlobe to décolleté,

elbow to wrist, and knee to ankle. She advocates that by always

accentuating 3 out of 4 Skinny Bits, a woman can look slimmer instantly. 

Read on to dive deeper into how you can show off your Skinny Bits and love

your body’s shape.

HOW TO LOOK SCULPTED AND
FIT IN 10 SECONDS 

Presents...

https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/kerri-mesh-wrap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJJpDYLm5tY&feature=emb_title
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/serena-top
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/mia-short-sleeve-dress
https://www.thestylesignature.com/


3. Create Your Silhouette

Fabrics play a strong role in how we feel

about our bodies. The right fabrics allow you

to move freely, feel confident, and sculpt

your figure. By using compressing fabrics

and strategic stitching, All Day Alba pieces

are comfortable and flattering. We only use

vertical and diagonal threads as horizontal

lines tend to interrupt the body’s lines,

making it look shorter and wider. 

You can feel the difference in our fabrics

when you put on our Althea Legging or

Emma Cropped Legging. If you prefer a

skirt, the Maria Mini Skirt and Nicola Knee

Length Skirt draw in your waist while

elongating your legs.

4. Reduce Your Worry 

When we put on an outfit, sometimes

we worry about our more abundant

parts showing up in the wrong places.

When you feel self-conscious in an

outfit, you lose the internal radiance

that makes you feel confident and

sexy. 

The common notion that tight clothing

and skin showing is the only way to

look sexy is not true. By wearing

flowing fabrics and showing only one

part of your body at a time, you are

creating an undeniable sensuality. Our

Sonja Short Sleeve Tee has the soft

caress of silk, with a translucent back

to show your favorite undergarments. 

If you’ve enjoyed learning our simple secrets for sculpting your body with

fashionwear, follow us on Instagram. We provide tips on how to

experience Relaxed Confidence through wearing clothing that supports

how you naturally move about your day.

2. Shape Your Body

To find what types of clothing make you feel

confident, it’s important to understand which

parts of your body you like to show off versus

which you prefer to camouflage. For many

women, they enjoy tastefully showing their

bust while slimming the upper arms. If you

feel this way, our Gabby Jacket lets you

control how much of your chest to show,

while covering the arms and smoothing the

upper back and stomach.

https://alldayalba.com/pages/about-our-fabrics
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/althea-legging
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/emma-cropped-legging
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/maria-mini-skirt
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/nicola-skirt
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/sonja-short-sleeve-tee
https://www.instagram.com/alldayalba/
https://alldayalba.com/collections/new-arrivals/products/gabby-jacket

